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We’re proud to offer our members top-notch coverage for eye care. All HAP plans include an  

annual eye exam – at no additional cost – from a vast network of eye care professionals. These include:

○ Henry Ford OptimEyes

○ SVS Vision Optical Centers

○ Family Eye Care Associates

○ Fraser Optical

○ General Optical

○ Northwest Eye Physicians, P.C.

○ Rx Optical

○ Andersen Eye Associates

A complete list of eye care professionals in our network is available at hap.org/doctors.

Qualified health plan coverage for small employer groups and individuals
All members 18 years of age or under can receive a pair of “collection” eyeglasses or contacts once every benefit 

period. Coverage remains in effect until the end of the year in which the member turns 19. Collection eyeglasses and 

contacts are those covered under the member’s plan. The benefit includes single vision, conventional (lined) bifocal 

or trifocal lenses and lenticular lenses without out-of-pocket costs. The following are also covered in the plan:

○ Glass, plastic or polycarbonate lenses

○ Fashion and gradient tinting

○ Oversized lenses

○ Scratch-resistant coating

○ Glass-grey #3 sunglasses (prescription only)

Benefits for collection frames or contacts are available once every benefit period, even without a change in 

prescription. There’s a wide selection of frames and contacts to choose from.

Coverage for large employer groups
Coverage for eyeglasses includes collection frames and either glass or plastic lenses that meet the standards of the 

American National Standards Institute. This includes tinted lenses equal to pink tints #1 and #2. Collection contacts 

are covered in place of eyeglasses. Eyeglasses or contacts are covered once during a consecutive 12-month period. 
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